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Bookends:
Reviews of Young Adult Literature
BY JENNIFER CRAMER, EDITOR
WITH REVIEWS BY JODI ALLAN, RICK KRIENBRING, JODI MACKLAY BURGER,
DEB McNEIL, LAURYN MoDASKI

T

hey're easy to spot: textbook propped up like a soldier-on-the-ready, eyes fastened studiously to the page,
occasional eye contact with the comprehending nod. How I love these students! Yes, it's a personal and
unprofessional bias, I admit. If it were a cell phone or an iPod, I'd likely take it away. But you recognize
the kids I'm referring to, don't you? That's right; though few in number but strong in devotion, these students
are the Sneak-Readers. They are so enraptured with whatever they're reading that they had the foresight, the
moxie, but most importantly, the desire to bring that book into your class and locate it behind the conveniently
sized textbook, designed, I think, to hide a multitude of sins. And yet, from where I sit, droning on about pronoun-antecedent agreement, I find it difficult to concentrate, let alone reprimand. Suddenly, I am in a hurry
to end the lesson. What is he reading? What book is she so immersed in that she brought it to school? Who is
that student that can't stop reading? I must know more! Sneak-Readers and students are always surprised
when I approach to take the book away. Perhaps they are even more surprised when rather than march to my
desk and slam it shut in a drawer, I read the back cover, sit down, and ask, "How is it?"

I was once this student, and to my wallet's dismay, the one piece of advice from my father that I will probably
take to my (pauper's) grave will be: "If you have money, buy books. If there's any money left over, pay your
bills." If my fellow teachers have any money this month to spend on books for teens, here are a few selected
from the list of books nominated for the 2007 Thumbs Up! Award. The Thumbs Up! Award, now in its 20 th
year, was established to recognize excellence and uniqueness of teen and young adult literature. It is especially important to recognize that the committee does include a teen vote, and the chosen books must exhibit
both literary quality and teen appeal. Many of these reviews, written by the English teachers of Avondale
High School in Auburn Hills, include a teaching idea or technique that may inspire you to examine their use
as a professional resource for the classroom as well. Enjoy!

Bloor, Edward. (2006). London Calling. New York: Alfred. A. Knopf. 304 pp. ISBN 0-375-83635-7 (Hardcover) $16.95
This engaging novel blends the best elements of mystery with historical fiction. Bloor uses the history and
supposed heroes of World War II to examine how myth and history get written. His central character, Martin
Conway, a troubled middle school student, discovers that the antique Philco 20 radio willed to him by his
grandmother has the power to bend time and carry him to London during the blitz. Once there, Martin confronts the reality of his own burdensome family history while experiencing the terror, heroism, and emotion
that war brings out of people.
The blend of genres will cause fans of historical fiction and mystery novels to identify plenty of familiar motifs
to engage them. The true heart of the story and what raises it above other similar works is that Bloom utilizes
the plot to examine the difficult and ever-changing relationship between sons and their all-too imperfect
fathers. Bloom gives his readers many variations on the father figure and then carefully deconstructs each in
order to mine the emotional truths that underlie the relationships. Men construct myths around their fathers
that can trap both parties and turn the relationship into a shrine or museum piece that rarely gets visited and
thus loses its relevancy. Bloom's characters work hard to live up to or tear down these myths.

Jennifer Cramer is an English teacher at
Avondale High School in Auburn Hills, Ml.
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Teachers of both history and language arts will find many teaching opportunities.
Research topics abound in this novel, but it really begs to have students work
in memoir and first person narratives of World War II. Studs Terkel's The Good
War would provide more that enough material for cross-curricular and multigenre
writing. (RK)

Boyne, John. The Boy in the Striped Pajamas. (2006). New York: David Fickling
Books. 216 pp. ISBN 0-385-75106-0 (Hardcover) $15.95
Bruno is 9 years old, his life is changing, and he does not like it. It all began with
a visit from the "Fury." Suddenly, he must leave his home, his beloved grandparents, and his friends. His new "home" is surrounded by soldiers and is encircled by
a huge wire fence with bales of barbed wire on the top. Everything, in fact, about
this new place is horrible, and Bruno struggles desperately to understand why he
should have to live like this.
Set in Poland during World War II, The Boy in the Striped Pajamas is told in
Bruno's first person narrative as he tries to comprehend the horror of what he
calls, "Out-With." His innocence is in sharp juxtaposition with the brutality he
sees around him, as the people in the striped pajamas are starved and tortured
by the soldiers. Bruno does not understand why there are so many people on the
other side of the fence. When he decides to explore his surroundings and meets
Shmuel, another 9-year-old boy, Bruno's life changes dramatically. As the two
forge a friendship, Shmuel shares with Bruno his dream of becoming
a zookeeper, yet he never truly explains to Bruno why that dream is
not likely to come true. When Shmuel's father disappears one day,
Bruno's decision to search for him has a consequence that will forever
impact the way that readers process life, death, and innocence. This is
a powerful and moving work that would make an incredible addition to
the teaching of a Holocaust unit. (DM)

sA1NT .GG :

Going, K.L. (2006). Saint Iggy. Place of Publication: Harcourt Children's Books. 217 pp. ISBN: 0152057951 (Hardcover); $17.00
Third-year freshman Iggy Corso faces expulsion from school because
of a misunderstanding with a teacher, but it is actually Iggy who is
misunderstood. The expulsion is the impetus that causes Iggy to create
a plan that he hopes will change people's opinion of him, get him back
in school, and do what the principal told him to do: figure out how he
can "contribute to the world." However, these tasks are no simple feat
for a kid from the projects who was born addicted to crack and is now
raised by a father who spends his days passed out on the couch while
his mother disappears for weeks at a time. When Iggy needs advice and
a place to crash pending the school board hearing that will determine
his fate, he seek the guidance of his mentor, Mo, a pot-smoking law
school dropout. Mo was brought up with wealth and privilege-a world
he tries desperately to escape and "renounce," much to Iggy's dismay.
Seeing Mo shun his loving mother and her money causes Iggy to question the world and everything he thought he knew. As he begins to sort
out the good and bad in the world around him, it becomes clear to Iggy how he can
contribute to the world-with a sacrifice that will anger and surprise readers.

Saint Iggy will appeal to reluctant readers because of its reader-friendly page
design and its troubled but lovable protagonist. The message of this story will
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resonate long after the last page is read. This novel is an appropriate linking text
with J.D. Salinger's classic, The Catcher in the Rye, as both stories focus on the
main characters' search for meaning in their world-and more importantly, within
themselves. (JA)

Gantos, Jack. (2006). The Love Curse of the Rumbaughs. New York: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux. 185 pp. ISBN 0-374-33690-3 (Hardcover) $17.00
In a small Pennsylvania town, Ivy spends her young life happily at her beloved
mother's side, until she makes a discovery in the basement of her odd but lovable
neighbors that will catapult her genetic destiny into being. Abner and Adolph
Rumbaugh are elderly twin brothers who run the town pharmacy. Among their
eccentricities, taxidermy is the interest that most intrigues young Ivy. However,
when Ivy, at the age of 7, uncovers a bizarre secret while playing in the Rumbaughs' basement, she learns that like the brothers, she too is cursed with excessive love for one's mother. Unfortunately, this sort oflove is not necessarily a good
thing. Ivy becomes overwhelmed with the fear and premature grief of her mother's
inevitable death: "She was going to die, and the person I loved heart and soul
above all others would be gone and I would be left alone and made tiny and fragile
inside the skin of my loneliness and sorrow" (p. 34). This revelation leads to her
mother's confession of Ivy's biological origins on Ivy's 16th birthday, and within
time, Ivy is made to understand how the curse is a historical fate from which she
cannot escape. She does not try, however, to escape. As her mother puts it: "I find
it so fascinating ... that what people can't control seems to utterly control them.
The· more they fight it the more they fail" (p. 70).
Gantos is well known for his previous work in children and young adult literature.
This novel, though, seems a departure in genre from the funny adventures of Joey
Pigza and the more serious memoir, Hole in my Life. The fantastic storytelling
has the gothic and twilight zone effect that renders a reader incapable of putting
this book down, the imagery and twists so vivid and tangible that reading
is almost like watching a black and white film. I highly recommend this
novel to curious and insatiable readers. As a teaching resource, it would
be interesting to pair this novel with research on study of twins and
heredity as a cross-curricular foray into science. (JC)

Hyde, Catherine Ryan. (2006). Becoming Chloe. New York: Alfred P.
Knopf. 215 pp. ISBN 0-375-83258-0 (Hardcover); $15.95
When two lonely teens with unhappy pasts meet on the streets of New
York City, they both find something neither have known before: someone
who cares. Wanda Johnston is 18, and not your typical streetwise, tough
runaway. There is something childlike and tender about her; she lives
with the "ugliness" of the world because that's all she's ever experienced,
and she expects, demands, or believes nothing else of the world. She meets
Jordan, a gay teen who has been fully rejected by his own family, when
he steps in to "rescue" her from a group of rapists. Jordan is shocked,
however, that Wanda walks away from the rape as if nothing happened.
When Jordan becomes ill, Wanda becomes more assertive in her quest to
ensure his survival. These two physical rescues bind the two together, and
Jordan soon sees that his purpose is to help Wanda, who renames herself
"Chloe" after meeting him and sets out to find the beauty in the world.
This quest is meaningful, really, because Jordan and Chloe both learn
that beauty in the world takes on many shapes and meanings as they
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travel together across the country. The people they meet and the kindnesses they
experience show them both that the world is far more than the ugly place they
have both endured for their young lives. In stories like this, a reader must often
brace himself for the sad ending. Not so in Becoming Chloe! The ending and the
journey to the final page remind even the most jaded reader that as long as there
are mountains to climb, people to reach out to, and puppies to love, hope is always
a solid bet. (JC)
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McCormick, Patricia. (2006). Sold. New York: Hyperion. 263 pp. ISBN
078685171-6 (Hardcover); $15.99
"Why must women suffer so?" asks 13-year-old Lakshmi in this spare yet
McCORMICK
vivid and poetic series of vignettes. Readers will wonder, worry, and ultimately be angered in their reading of this page-turner by Patricia McCormick. Lakshmi lives with her family in a small hut in the mountains of
Nepal. She loves her Arna (mother), caring for her goat, Tali, and secretly
admires the Krishna, the boy she's intended to marry if her stepfather
can keep from gambling away all of the dowry money. Sadly, he can't,
and this is where the story gains its tragic momentum-Lakshmi is sent
away to earn money for her family.
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At first, Lakshmi takes the news bravely, perhaps even with a spirit
of adventure, as she often wondered "what the world is like beyond my
mountain home" (p. 9). Willingly, she commits to send any earnings to
help her family. Instead of doing domestic chores, however, she arrives
at a brothel in Calcutta with no idea of where she is or what her new role
will be. McCormick handles this mature subject matter with a somewhat
delicate and definite economy of words and images. Parents should not
worry about their teenagers being exposed to a lurid narrative, because
this storyline is well researched and readers are given only enough information to feel a sense of urgency. This urgency is amplified by Lakshmi's
downward spiral into sorrow, fear, abuse, and a protagonist who struggles
to cope with a trade that she never forgets is degrading and wrong.
As I delved further into this difficult but moving story, I was in such suspense that I had to take it with me everywhere I went. I had to know what
was going to happen next. How will Lakshmi survive this? Would she ever escape
the insidious grasp of Mumtaz's brothel, even though after a year she is trapped
by growing debt, geographic and linguistic barriers, beatings (and worse physical
threats), and her growing concern for the other young women and girls in similar
circumstances? Why must women suffer so? "This has always been our fate," says
Arna, "Simply to endure ... is to triumph" (p. 16). Sold is a fictional work about a
real-world concern: women sold into prostitution and slavery; which is why this
book can be excerpted for classes dealing with global studies and gender issues.
Read this story and discover a compelling heroine as well as a significant global
cause well worth our time and consideration, and most of all, our action. (JMB)

Skelton, Matthew. (2006). Endymion Spring. New York: Delacorte Press. 392 pp.
ISBN 0-385-73380-1 (Hardcover); $17.95
At an age where innocence and reality often collide, 12-year-old Blake Winters is
beginning to awaken to the fact that life is not always simple. His younger sister,
Duck, is precocious, intelligent, and occasionally annoying, he's been having
difficulty in school, and worst of all, his parents are temporarily separated after
a "Big Argument." While Blake's mother conducts research as a visiting academic
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at Oxford University, Blake and Duck are left to wander the stacks among the
Bodleian Library. It is here that Blake finds a magical and mysterious book, or
perhaps, so it seems, the book discovers Blake. As Blake attempts to decipher the
obscure riddles and messages that the book reveals only to him, he begins to realize that he himself is more capable and assured than he ever believed. Chased and
beleaguered by a number of enigmatic characters, mostly members of the secretive
Ex Libris Society, Blake and Duck encounter a variety of surprises, including
learning about the past of their literary parents.
Even more compelling is the second story within Endymion Spring. Based on
historical figures from the fifteenth century Johann Gutenberg, Johann Fust and
Peter Schoeffer, the story begins to weave fact and fiction into a fabric textured
with allusion to legends, fables, and realities. Endymion, a mute, orphaned boy, is
apprentice to Herr Gutenberg, otherwise known as a "printer's devil." Like Blake,
the paper from which the fabled book is made seems to respond in particular to
young Endymion, who must be certain to keep the powerful knowledge out of the
evil hands from which it arrived.

Endymion Spring is a book for true literary creatures, and its many historical
references could entice reluctant readers to delve into extracurricular research
as well. Students may be compelled (or persuaded) to examine the allusions to
identify factual references and discover how fictional twists can reinvent history in one's imagination. A reference to Christina Rossetti's 1862 poem "Goblin
Market," also alluded to in the novel, can be used to compare themes of forbidden
kno~ledge and temptation that snake amongst both works. Skelton uses similes
and alliteration that provoke poetic discussion of figurative language as well: "The
cat curled like a comma round her feet" (p. 40). If you put this book in a student's
hands, have him check out as well www.endymionspringthebook.com, in order to
read an author interview and find games, links, and more. (JC)
Urasawa, Naoki. (2006). Monster: Volume I. San Francisco: VIZ Media, LLC. 216
pp. ISBN 1-59116-641-1 (Paperback); $9.99
This graphic novel, the first in a series of 18 volumes and more appropriate
for older teens, is written by the winner of several Manga awards. Dr. Kenzo
Tenma, a promising young neurosurgeon, is working at Eisler Memorial Hospital
in Germany with the hope to conduct research. However, his benefactor is the
power-hungry and unethical Dr. Heinemann, whose goal is to use Dr. Tenma to
gain fame with a proposed Europe-wide emergency treatment network connected
through electronic media. Engaged to Dr. Heinemann's cold and social-climbing
daughter and in line to become the head of neurosurgery, Dr. Tenma learns the
hard way about the true nature of corrupt hospital politics and the line between
saving lives and earning prestige.
Meanwhile, a murderer is at large in the city of Dusselborf, and the former advisor of commerce of East Germany, Mr. Liebert, is a victim. His family, who just
made it to West Germany, has been brutally attacked, and only his twin children
have survived. The young son, Johan, is saved by Dr. Tenma, who risks his standing with hospital honchos to save the child. This decision is the turning point on
which the story depends. After a number of other plot twists, the story picks up 9
years later, and Dr. Tenma is chief of surgery. After a series of robbery-murders,
Inspector Lunge of the Bundeskriminalamt, (the German Federal Criminal Police
Office) resolves to solve the crimes, and he has his sights set in particular on Dr.
Tenma himself.
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After reading Monster, I went out and bought the next three books of this compelling series. Graphic novels are a sure way to get students to read, and this series
examines the effects of the Berlin Wall's elimination, something that may appeal
to students of contemporary history. The storyline also allows students to write
about the consequences of moral choices, and it doesn't hurt that Dr. Tenma is the
McDreamy of Manga literature! (JC)

Werlin, Nancy. (2006). The Rules of Survival. New York: Penguin Group, Inc.
259 pp. ISBN 0-8037-3001-2 (Hardcover); $16.99
Most of us know that you can choose your friends, but you cannot choose your
family. Unfortunately, Matthew Walsh is stuck with an irresponsible and abusive mother. In order to survive her torment and protect his sisters,
Matthew searches for a hero in a stranger: Murdoch Mcllvane.
When Matt sees Murdoch step in and intervene during an abusive
exchange between two people in a grocery store, he learns that there
are outsiders who care in a world that seems quite hopeless. In this
disturbing tale of misguidance and physical torture, Murdoch and
Matthew attempt to bring support and protection where it is lacking. The narrative is told in Matthew's voice as he is writing to his
little sister Emmy, informing her of the events they have endured
throughout the past 5 years; ultimately, however, he is writing for
his own survival. The letter format from a brother to a beloved sister
allows the reader to feel strong attachment and sympathy for the
characters. Additionally, the appalling events and situations will
invade the reader's mind and create lasting images while imparting
a message that can evoke students' drive to "do something" about the
injustices of child and domestic abuse.

NANCY WERlf N
Edgar Award Winner

Educators and students alike will gain insight from the innermost
thoughts of a teenager like Matthew Walsh. Teachers using The
Rules of Survival as a classroom text can prepare students for the
main themes by asking them to write what their own "rules of
survival" are, or would be, in a number of difficult situations, such
as starting high school or dealing with difficult family issues. Furthermore, the novel lends itself to a discussion of the various forms
and varieties available when using one's voice and style in writing

fiction. (LM)
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